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Visible Safety strip With Steel Core Fall Protection

Code Detail For steel ø mm Length mm
SBPSTRIPPLUS with steel protection - Yellow 8 - 40 1000

Steel core safety strip offers protection against potentially dangerous rebar, the visible strip 
highlights danger and can prevent human injury. Safety strip can be applied horizontally and 
vertically. Slide strip easily over bars.

Advantages

 Double protection

 Reuseable

 Weather-resistant plastic

 Secure and stable on all reinforcement diameters

 Can be applied in horizontal and vertical positions

 High visible colour yellow to increase visibility

 Protection tested from a height of 3.0m up to 100kg 

With fall protection

Code Detail For steel ø mm
SBP20/SC with steel protection - Yellow   6 - 20
SBP36/SC with steel protection - Yellow 20 - 36

Steel core rebar safety caps offer protection against potentially 
dangerous rebar, safety caps highlight danger and can prevent 
human injury. Weather resistant plastic safety caps screw onto 
the reinforcement, secure and stable on all diameters. Large 
head for better protection.

Visible Safety Caps With Steel Core Fall Protection

SAFETY FIRST
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Safety strip visually highlights potentially dangerous rebar but does not offer fall protection. 
Weather resistant plastic, safety strip can be applied horizontally and vertically. Slide strip  
easily over bars.

Code Detail For steel ø mm Length mm
SBPSTRIP without steel protection - Yellow 6 - 40 1000

Safety caps visually highlight potentially dangerous rebar but 
do not offer fall protection. Weather resistant plastic safety 
caps screw onto the reinforcement, secure and stable on all 
diameters.

Visible Safety Caps No Fall Protection

Advantages

 Single protection

 Reuseable

 Weather-resistant plastic

 Secure and stable on all reinforcement diameters

 Can be applied in horizontal and vertical positions

 High visible yellow to increase visibility

Visible Safety Strip No Fall Protection

Without fall protection

Code Detail For steel ø mm
SBP16/Y without steel protection - Yellow   6 - 18 
SBP32/Y without steel protection - Yellow 16 - 32 
SBP16 without steel protection - Red   6 - 18 
SBP32 without steel protection - Red 16 - 32 
SBP40 without steel protection - Green 40 - 50 
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Safety Worklite

WorkLite® worksite lights are suitable for construction sites of all sizes. Due to the reliable and cost 
effective LED technology used, WorkLite® can withstand varying working conditions, vibrations and 
impacts (tested up to 21m).

WorkLite® can illuminate even the most challenging worksite because its light  
is directed precisely where it is needed, without wasting a single ray of light.  
WorkLite® uses COB LED’s as its light source (12-25 W) and produces light of up  
to 166 lm/W, compared with basic fluorescent lamps which produce light of only
50 lm/W. The light output of these LED’s is of top quality compared to the energy 
consumed. 

 Long-lasting, maintenance 
free LED light

 Saves 70% of energy costs 
compared to florescent tubes

 Easy to store, can be stacked

 Fast installation

 Immediately lights up clearly

 Easy and inexpensive to use

 Reposition without switching 
off lighting chain

Advantages

Code Detail Watt output lm KG/1 p/box
WORKLITE Worklite 110V LED 12 2,000 1.2 1

power 12W-25W

light output 2,000 - 3,600 lm

connection device constant current

power factor 0.98

operating Voltage 40 - 50V or 110 - 230V

operating tem-
perature range -40°C to 50°C

colour temperature 5,000 K

colour rendering > 80 Ra

light production 70% after 50,000h of operation

protection class IP54

weight 1.2 - 2.5 Kg

Technical information
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Safety and support Stacker Packers

Code Detail Thickness Colour p/box
BI-MIN2 Mini Stacker packer   2 mm brown 500
BI-MIN3 Mini Stacker packer   3 mm blue 250
BI-MIN5 Mini Stacker packer   5 mm white 250
BI-MIN10 Mini Stacker packer 10 mm black 300
BI-SPK2 Stacker packer   2 mm brown 200
BI-SPK3 Stacker packer   3 mm blue 150
BI-SPK5 Stacker packer   5 mm white 100
BI-SPK10 Stacker packer 10 mm black   50

There’s often a requirement on site to build up stacks of shims to make up height 
shortfalls such as when levelling stairs or terrace units. Traditional shims often slide 
off each other when a shim stack is made and are vertically unstable. The operative  
is often required to place his fingers under the heavy unit being installed to remove/
replace/restack the shim stack which often leads to finger entrapment and crushing. 
Traditional shims are made from unknown recycled material which often shatter 
when drilled or put under excessive pressure.

About the Product
  Our Stacker Packers are available in depths of 2mm, 3mm, 5mm and 10mm with 
inbuilt dowels to allow the shims to interlock both horizontally and vertically to 
form a safe and stable shim structure.

  Stability is ensured by the dowels on the upper surface fitting accurately into the 
recesses on the underside of the Stacker Packer above similar to lego. Once 
pressure is applied to the upper exposed connecting dowels on the top most 
Stacker Packer, they are designed to give way and collapse into the gap below, 
providing a top level surface with no high spots or protrusions.

 Builds up height shortfalls

 Interlock both sideways and in height

 Forms a safe and stable structure

 Easily positioned avoiding finger 

 Colour coded sizes

 Provides a full and level surface area

 Made from virgin material so non-
shatter

Stacker Packers interlock both sideways and in height to form 
a safe and stable shim stack to build up height shortfalls.

Advantages

Interlocking 
shims up 

height shortfalls 
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Safety and support Hole Covers

Our Hole Cover is a safe, quick and simple to install method of covering holes and 
making them safe. They are a plastic board which are quickly and easily secured over holes.

About the Product
 The Small Hole Cover can be used on holes up to 200mm in diameter and is 
secured in place by squeezing its inbuilt legs together which spring out to keep 
the covers in position.

 The Large Hole Cover can cover holes up to 300mm in diameter and is screwed 
into place to secure in position.

Advantages
 Vivid colour

 Strong

 Versatile

 No cutting required

 Non algae/slippy

 Anti-slip surface

 Tool-free

 Reusable

 Anti-trip

 Quick to install 

Code Detail mm
BI-SHC Small hole cover 250 x 250
BI-LHC Large hole cover 350 x 350
BI-WT Hole cover wedge & Tie accessory

Holes in the building environment such as service holes in concrete floors can provide 
real danger of potential serious ankle and leg injuries for those working on site. 
Falling objects through open holes can also cause serious injury.
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Safety and support Instant Pipe Shutter 

The Instant Pipe Shutter is a fast, safe, soil pipe shutter. Our Instant Pipe Shutter consists of two 
identical halves, which are engineered to lock together perfectly around a soil pipe and grab 
sufficiently to hold itself in position.

Advantages 
 Quick and easy to install

 Precision tight fit

 No sawing required

 Strong and reusable

 Reduces working at height

 Fire collars can be easily attached

Traditionally, once a soil pipe is in place, a wooden board is cut to encircle the pipe. 
This is often done using a jigsaw with the dangers associated with their use. 
Getting a tight seal requires the timber to be cut to very tight tolerances. The Pipe 
Shutter can be screwed in place or use cable ties to secure the shutter in position.

Code Detail
BI-IPS Instant pipe shutter

Unique, purposed designed.  
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Safety and support Hook Buddy

While strapping down loads to a trailer, the ratchet strap hook often slips off the tie bar before 
the strap is ratcheted tight. The driver will have to walk back around their trailer to put the strap 
hook back onto the pin.

The Hook Buddy magnetically holds a ratchet strap hook temporarily in place onto 
a tie pin while ratcheting down a load onto a trailer. 

Slide the ratchet strap hook as high as possible up the tie off pin then place the 
magnetic Hook Buddy underneath the strap hook to magnetically hold the hook 
temporarily in place. The driver can then walk around the trailer and ratchet the strap 
up knowing the hook is securely in place. After the load is secured, the Hook Buddy 
is then removed and stored ready for use next time.

The Light Light is the cutting edge of LED technology. Consisting of extremely bright, low energy, 
low heat LEDs, mounted on an ultra-thin aluminium panel to give off a brightness only dreamed 
of a few years ago.

These new innovative lights consist of a thin lightweight aluminium panel with nearly 
100 tiny bright LEDs per panel that give out over 5000 lumens. The Light Lights run 
off any 12 volt supply so can be supplied from a lighter socket, power pack or directly 
off a battery.

These lights come with a lightweight telescopic pole and ground anchor to instantly 
give height to the light to immediately illuminate a large area, ideal for camping or 
sports. A separate magnetic clamp can be purchased which holds the single panel 
light in place, ideal for vehicle maintenance.

Available as a single panel 5,000- or twin panel 10,000 lumens

Advantages 
  Lightweight – less than 100g 

  Thin panels – less than 5mm

  Super bright – over 5,000 
lumens per panel

  Low energy use

  No heat

  Runs on any 12 volt supply

  Instant height telescopic pole

EXTREMELY BRIGHT
LOW ENERGY 

LOW HEAT

Advantages 
 Quick and easy to use

 Keeps the strap hook safely  
and securely on the trailer pin

 Can be used on lorry chassis

 Reusable and easily stored

 Can be used with various 
hook/pin sizes

 Use wherever strapping down 
is required

Safety and support LED Light

Order Code  BI-HOK

Order Code  BI-LIGHT
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When using a concrete pump the flow pipes are extremely hard to manoeuver around 
the floor into position. Dragging the concrete filled pipes around is hard enough, but 
this is made even more difficult by the large metal pipe joining clip which acts as an 
anchor as it scrapes across the floor. Moving these pipes is extremely hard work and 
due to the excessive weight being dragged, muscle strain and damage is often experi-
enced by the operative.

The Concrete Carriage is a strong, lightweight aluminium plate mounted on four large 
castors. The plate has a slit cut out to accept the pipe joint with two pop up cups to 
support the pipe. By placing the pipe onto the carriage, the metal clip and the majority 
of the pipe is kept off the floor. The perimeter of the carriage has a series of holes so a 
pull bar can be inserted and the carriage can be easily pulled in any direction.

Move concrete pump pipes quicker, easier and safer by using the all new Concrete Carriage. 
Why drag when you can wheel?

❶ Lift support legs

❷ Strap on pipe

❸ Repeat on each joint

Advantages 
 Keeps the pipe and joint off the ground

 Casters can go in any direction

 Built in joint slot pop up cups to keep the pipe in place

 Lightweight and strong

 It has perimeter holes to make it easy to drag around with a pull bar

 Massively easier to move concrete pipes

Safety and support Concrete Carriage

Traditional concrete mixers have many restrictions. They are bulky to transport and 
are heavy with even the smallest ones weighing around 60kg. The amount of material 
mixed is restricted to the drum size and the slow rotations of the drum mean it takes 
several minutes to mix even a small amount of material. It’s also a slow process to 
properly clean them.

The Mortarvator is a lightweight, battery powered mixer that takes the strain out  of 
mixing concrete. It is easily transported and carried and can mix a large amount of 
material quickly in one go, either directly on the floor or in a mixing tub. There is no 
need for long trailing leads or petrol as the battery can safely power the mixer for 
hours. It’s quick to clean, just spin the blade in or under water.

The Mortarvator is a lightweight, battery powered hand held mixer.

❶ Connect battery

❷ Tip cement onto sand

❸ Mix

❹ Add water

Safety and support Mortavator

Advantages 
 Weighing just 10kg, it is lightweight, easily transported and carried

 Battery powered - no extra power supply required

 Fast mixing - drum rotates 10x faster than traditional mixers

 Whole bag can be mixed in one go, with a 1 tonne bag mixed in around 5 minutes

 No back-breaking shoveling

 Easily cleaned - just spin in water

Order Code  BI-MORTAR

Order Code  BI-CARRIAGE
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Safety and support Tower Truck

There have been numerous accidents caused by people trying to drag a tower 
scaffolding forward whilst they are still stood on top. To prevent these accidents, many 
sites now insist that a tower is fitted with just two castor wheels and two flat plates, 
ensuring that the operative has to climb down and lift the plates off the ground to 
move the tower scaffold. Lifting and pushing the tower is often extremely difficult and 
is not only very slow, but the process can also cause muscle strain.

The Tower Truck has been purposely designed to make the movement of tower 
scaffolds faster, safer and easier. It consists of an adjustable clamp with an inbuilt 
swivel tow hitch which can be fitted to any type of tower scaffolding. The second part 
is the Tower Truck which consists of a tow ball that has been mounted onto a long 
lever on wheels. To move the tower it is now as easy. Just hook the ball into the clamp 
hitch and push down on the handle which lifts the tower so it can be gently rolled to 
its new position.

❶ Unlock rear wheels

❷ Raise tow hitch

❸ Easy lift and pull

The Tower Truck system is the quickest, easiest and safest method to move a tower scaffold. Let 
leverage do the lifting and pneumatic wheels do the shifting.

Advantages 
 The clamp is fully adjustable to fit most makes of tower

 The inbuilt tow hitch is hinged to allow the hitch to drop down when not in use, 
saving the operator from tripping over or smashing his shin on it.

 One Tower Truck can service multiple towers/tower clamps

 Moving even large tower scaffolds can be safely done by a single operator

Easiest and safest method of moving tower scaffold

Application

Order Code  BI-TRUCK
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Safety and support Orange Barrier fencing

Barrier Safety Fencing mesh is an extruded barrier mesh for cordoning off areas both 
indoors and outdoors. This safety fence is easy to erect using steel fencing pins, and 
provides higher visibility and strength than standard barrier tapes. 

Code Detail Size

BARRIER Orange Barrier 
Fenciing

50m x 1m

F/PIN Barrier Fenciing Pin 1200mm

Safety and support Line marking paint

Temporary Linemarker paint is a water-based marking paint formulated for 
application on concrete, tarmac, wood and composites.

A great line marker for grass also.

This water-based product is ideal for local authorities, contractors and utility 
companies who do not wish paint marks to remain upon works completion. 
To remove any applied product simply wash away with water using a stiff 
brush or allow to deteriorate in wet weather.

Code Detail Colour Size

LINE Temporary Linemarker Paint Aerosol Yellow 750ml
LINE/B Temporary Linemarker Paint Aerosol Blue 750ml
LINE/R Temporary Linemarker Paint Aerosol Red 750ml
LINE/W Temporary Linemarker Paint Aerosol White 750ml

Highlight your workspot with linemarker paint
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Anchor Bay Erith 
Unit B 
Centurion Business Park, 
Erith, Kent, DA18 4AF  
T: +44 (0)20 8320 3899 

Anchor Bay Midlands  
Unit 3 
Western Way Industrial Estate, 
West Midlands, WS10 7BW 
T: +44 (0)121 556 5232

Anchor Bay Leeds 
Unit 10 & 11
Maybrook Ind. Park, Castleton 
Road, Leeds, LS12 2EL
T: +44 (0)113 218 9999

©ANCHORBAY The applications and details provided in this technical document are indicative only. 
Whilst every care has been exercised in the preparation of this literature to ensure that any advice, 
recommendations or information is accurate, no liability or responsibility of any kind is accepted in 
respect of ANCHORBAY. With a policy of continuous product development ANCHORBAY keeps the 
right to modify product design, technical specifications and content without prior notice.

ANCHOR BAY
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS LIMITED

1 | Concrete Reinforcement 

2 | Formwork

3 | Waterproofing

4 | Chemicals

5 | Insulation

7 | Brick support 

8 | Tools & Ancillaries 

6 | Grouts & Cementitious Products

The construction accessories specialist 
Construction products

Anchor Bay is the experienced supplier of construction products in the UK. 
The distributor of choice for RC framers, ground workers, contractors, concrete 
repair and water proofing specialists.

Visit our website ANCHOR-BAY.CO.UK   |   INFO@ANCHOR-BAY.CO.UK 




